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Vitamin C
Lip Treatment
Vitamin C protects the lips and
prevents moisture loss. A great
treatment for your lips every day!
Now available in our Platinum
Mini View for $1.95

Glam

Essence

Antique Bronze

Summer
Eye Kits
3 Shadows, a Black and
Brown liner pencil and a
Black mascara all for just
$9.95. Two Summer Fashion
sets to choose from, Bronze
and Neutral.

Stage Makeup Kits
Can be used all over face and body for
theatrical and dramatic looks or special FX.
$3.95

Golden Matte Bronze

Original Tanning Tahitian Tan

Kahlua

Gold Lamé Dakota

Bronze

Neutral

Tanning Powder
Give your skin a sun-kissed glow for a Summer Special price
of $2.95. Available in our Platinum and 18K Elite Packaging.

Primary - Yellow / Red / Blue

Contrast - Black / White / Red
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Swag
a hot shimmery pink

Cabo
a light salmon

Zone
a frosted magenta

Virgo
a light pastel pink

Sun Baked
a toasted cranberry with

gold shimmer

I Pink I Love You
a blue pink

Satisfy
a deep burgundy

Cherry Bomb
a deep cherry with coral undertone

Cuddle
a light coral pink

Zenful Body Moisturizer
A NEW hydrating lotion infused with Vitamins, Green Tea,
and Shea Butter. Green Tea helps reduce wrinkles and the
signs of aging while Shea Butter soothes eczema. Vitamins
A & E are powerful anti-oxidants that help protect against
free radicals and boost collagens.
*Product contains Pistachio Seed Oil

Artist
a deep pastel purple

Professional
Makeup Brush Kit
This ombre professional set is for a full face of makeup
application. The synthetic hairs can be used wet or dry
and will pick up more product than natural bristles. The
tapered bristles allow for a smoother, more polished
application that’s easy on the skin and easier on the go.
Introductory Offer… for a limited time the 5-Piece
Brush Kit will include two Indelible Eye Pencils
(1 Black and 1 Brown).

Blush
Perfect
This NEW highly pigmented, intense color
blush can be used to shade, brighten,
enhance, and define the shape of your
face. The formula glides on soft resulting in
a picture perfect finish.
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Dark Palette

Light Palette

Flair Individual Lashes

Show Girl Sugar & Spice

Mid-Size
Eye Shadow
Summer fashion always calls for lively
eyes. These upbeat colors will provide a
soft burst of color to your lids.

Happy
a matte blue green

Ultimate
Eye Liner
Vivid lines! Our long-lasting, waterproof
liners glide on soft and smooth for precise
definition.

Limestone
a bright yellow green
with slight shimmer

Skyline
a sky blue matte

Revitalizing
Eye Gel
A delicate formula
infused with Cucumber
Extract, Green Tea, and
Chamomile that moisturizes
and soothes the eye area.
Helps reduce and prevent
puffiness and dark circles
under the eye. Now in an
airless pump for easy, no
mess application.

Illuminating
Foundation Primer
Adds just the right amount
of luminosity while creating
the perfect canvas.
Vitamins and anti-oxidants
soften the appearance of
fine lines and wrinkles. The
specialized silicone base
provides grip to increase the
wear and longevity of your
foundation. Now in NEW
1 oz. Airless Pump.

Eye Lashes
Take your lashes to the extreme. These
natural-looking, dramatic lash enhancements
are easy to apply and will make your eyes
irresistible.

Cream
Contouring Palettes
Sculpt your cheekbones. Slim and define your
face. These palettes come in Light and Dark
and include a wide enough range of color to
handle any skin tone.

Zest
a pastel shimmery green
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Adore
a milky pink

Bliss
a nude coral

Cozy
a pink bronze

Expense
a frosted mauve

Famous
a bronzed brown

Juicebox
a bright fuchsia

Scoop
a rich pink

Slip
a translucent pink

Melon Sugar
Lip Scrub
Sugar Scrub will leave your lips
feeling refreshed and kissably
soft. Our new Melon flavor
provides a great taste too.

Ultimate
Lip Liner
This new plum is great for
defining lips. The soft, creamy
formula glides on effortlessly
for intense, true color that
won’t feather, bleed, or fade.

Melon

Winery
a deep wine

Pearl Lipstick
Two new luscious lipsticks infused
with moisturizing ingredients for sexy
summer lips.

Sun Spark
a brown bronze

Cherish
a warm bronze

Smooches
a pink coral

Bed of Roses
a deep fuchsia

Limited Edition
Lip Tints
Sheer for natural looking lips with a touch of
color. Easy to apply applicator makes it
perfect to take with you anywhere.

Créme Lipstick
Smooth texture and a cream finish that
won’t feather or fade and has extreme
staying power.

Sweet Tooth
a sheer coral

Tender
a pale plum

Lady Godiva
a frosted bronze pink

Yummy
a flesh tone
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